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Summary
The conversion of natural land to agricultural areas can be considered as one of the main challenges
of our time. It expands on a global scale and involves high carbon and biodiversity costs. Especially
dry tropical forests are facing massive conversion and degradation processes and they are the most
endangered forest type worldwide. This also affects Miombo forests, which are one of the most
extensive, yet compact forest types of the world. They stretch from the east to the west coast of
Southern Africa and the largest amount can be found in Angola, where they provide essential
resources to the local population.
The detection of these conversions and modifications and their connection to underlying drivers is
one of the key processes in studying the social-ecological system of Miombo forests. This thesis
provides an overview of the main processes that affect forest cover within a rural setting. The
regional focus of this work was on a study site in south-central Angola, where almost no ground data
or national statistical information was available. Angola still suffers from the consequences of the 27
years of civil war (1975 – 2002) that aside of many casualties led to the breakdown of food and
medical supply, the destruction of infrastructure and to heavy mining of arable and settlement areas.
The study site provides large intact Miombo forests as well as rapidly growing cities, reconstructed
roads and it is located at the current deforestation border. It has been severely affected by the civil
war forming the former southern frontline. This setting provides a representative cross section which
proved ideal to study underlying drivers as well as current and retrospective land use change
dynamics.
The major land change dynamic of the study area is the conversion of Miombo forests to cultivation
areas as well as degradation of forest areas due to the extraction of natural resources or the
production of charcoal and honey. Against the background of large resettlement dynamics,
population growth, predicted climate change, and the current investment of the government in large
scale agricultural projects, pressure on natural ecosystems in the study area are likely to arise
especially regarding that current land use has already reached the limits of sustainability. To fully
understand the impacts of these dynamics, both, conversion and modification of forest areas have to
be assessed in their current status and retrospectively.
The objectives of this thesis were thus (i) to detect underlying drivers and their temporal and spatial
extent of impact, (ii) to describe modification and conversion processes that reach from times of
armed conflicts over the ceasefire and the post-war period and (iii) to provide an assessment of
drivers and impacts in a comparative setting.
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Summary
Conceptual frameworks are indispensable to holistically assess land use changes with regard to
underlying drivers and their impact on human livelihood. One of the most applied concepts is the
ecosystem service approach provided by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. The approach
accounts for ecosystem functions and services, i.e. products that contribute directly or indirectly to
human well-being. The integration of remote sensing into land use change and more specifically into
ecosystem service studies is commonly acknowledged and even advised to cover multiple spatial and
temporal scales.
The application of the medium resolution Landsat sensor with its legacy dating back to the early
1980s provided the ideal database for retrospective analyses and the assessment of drivers against
the background of different socio-economic settings. According to the aim of the study, the data
were used in regionally specified application, in different temporal setups and in combination with
ancillary data to focus in more detail on the two main affected spheres, forest and agriculture. Multitemporal and time series approaches were adapted to detect and quantify conversion or subtle
modification processes. Spatial connection to underlying drivers was provided as well as the use of
indicator values from ground based surveys and literature reviews to establish a trade-off analysis.
It could be shown that major underlying drivers for the conversion processes are resettlement
dynamics that can spatially and temporally be connected to the stages of the civil war. Furthermore,
the location and quality of streets and settlements determine deforestation areas. Forests that are
selectively used for resource extraction have a higher chance of being converted to a field. Drivers of
forest degradation are also strongly connected to settlement and infrastructural structures. But also
to a large extent to fire dynamics that occur mostly in more remote and presumably undisturbed
forest areas.
The dominant conversion process of forest to agriculture results in an annual loss of large amounts of
timber. In return, this leads to an increase in potential harvest per year that is necessarily needed as
basic food supply. It could be shown that fallows are hardly reused over decades and that biomass
does not regenerate. Regarding this in combination with future predictions, land pressure and the
potential for conflicts might rise and the traditional slash and burn system needs to be converted to
more sustainable cultivation practices. The identification of areas highly affected by conversion and
modifications and the quantification of trade-off can support the design of pro-smallholder policies
and to sustainably manage the natural resources under changing external impacts.
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1 Anthropogenic processes in dry tropical forests
The anthropogenic alteration of landscapes is expanding on a global scale and usually aims at the
commodification of natural resources, i.e. ecosystem goods and services (DeFries et al., 2004b; Foley
et al., 2005). Key aspects of global functioning, such as biodiversity, soil retention, or climate
regulation are already affected by land use and land cover change (Lambin et al., 2001) and the
future consequences of demographic or climate change will be unequally distributed with critical
living conditions being further intensified. With almost 60% of all ecosystem services worldwide
being degraded or unsustainably used, the challenge of maintaining and managing ecosystems is
expected to increase even further due population growth and climate change (MEA, 2005).
The largest anthropogenic conversion processes occur in tropical forests with half of the forest cover
already having been removed (Wright, 2005). Tropical forests cover approximately 10 % of the
earth’s surface and comprise moist rain forests as well as mangroves, dry forests, and savannas
(Wright, 2005). While most other regions are mainly affected by agricultural intensification,
agricultural expansion in the tropics causes a decrease in the provision of forest ecosystem services
without significantly increasing food supply (Foley et al., 2007; Foley et al., 2011). Especially in Africa,
land cover conversion is also driven to a large extent by infrastructure development and wood
extraction for domestic use (Geist and Lambin, 2002). Annual forest cover loss on the African
continent is reported to be 0.5 % with mainly old growth forest being affected (FAO, 2015). This
leaves a patchwork of fragmented woodlands of different successional stages behind and with
further degradation processes, human use is considered to be the dominating factor of altering these
landscapes (Laurance and Peres, 2006; Wright, 2005). Sustainably managing these ecosystems,
especially regarding their carbon storage potential, requires knowledge, monitoring and modeling of
an uncertain future (Lewis et al., 2009).
Among the tropical forests types, dry tropical forests are the most endangered (Janzen, 1988), and
during recent years, they have undergone the highest deforestation dynamics worldwide (Hansen et
al., 2013). Dry tropical forests are used mainly for the purpose of subsistence farming, livestock
grazing and the extraction of timber or fuelwood (Bodart et al., 2013). They positively affect climate
and carbon cycling at regional and global scales (Achard et al., 2002; Chambers et al., 2007). Despite
the strong change dynamics, scientific knowledge is comparably low (Achard et al., 2002). Dry
tropical forests are thus considered to be the most threatened yet least protected ecosystem on the
African continent (Mertz et al., 2007; Miles et al., 2006).
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One of the most extensive, yet compact forest types of the world is the Miombo dry tropical forest
type (Tuite and Gardiner, 1990). Miombo forests cover an overall area of 2.57 million km² on the
Southern African continent. They are categorized as either humid or dry Miombo forests, defined
respectively as receiving more or less than 1000 mm annual rainfall, as a rough guide (Chidumayo
and Gumbo, 2010). The African Miombo forests stretch from the western coast of Angola almost to
the eastern coast of Mozambique and Tanzania (Chidumayo and Gumbo, 2010). Proportionally, the
largest part of Miombo forests are found in Angola (Campbell et al., 2007), dominated by
Brachystegia, Cryptosepalum, and Julbernardia species (Chidumayo and Gumbo, 2010; Revermann et
al., 2013). Although these Angolan Miombo forests are of no interest for industrial logging yet, they
are undergoing large transformation and conversion processes due to smallholder agriculture,
private use of plants, charcoal and honey production, and the predicted investments of large scale
agricultural production (Dewees et al., 2010; Finckh, 2015; Muzima and Mendy, 2015; Piedade,
2013). Especially in rural Angola, slash-and-burn agriculture is widespread and further increases due
to population growth and the ongoing lack of food supply are expected (World Bank, 2014).
In contrast to conversion processes, the productivity of these forests may also degrade due to land
use processes without stand replacing conversion (Foley et al., 2005). As opposed to land cover
conversions, which are characterized by the shift from one land cover type to another, such land
cover modifications do not affect the land cover classification itself but are expressed in subtle
changes affecting the overall character (Lambin et al., 2003). While the conversion of one land cover
to another, such as results from agricultural expansion, is more or less straightforward to detect, the
interpretation of modifications is are far more subtle. It requires adapted approaches since these
modifications will have a high impact on the functioning of ecosystems (Burkhard et al., 2012;
Lambin et al., 2003). Thus, an appropriate assessment of long-term and abrupt changes in forest
dynamics is only possible with a spatio-temporal assessment and knowledge about structural forest
properties (Chambers et al., 2007).
Regarding the use of the term land cover, this thesis follows the definition given by Lambin and Geist
(2008), where land cover is defined by “[…] the attributes of the Earth’s land surface and immediate
subsurface […]”. This includes all kinds of natural land cover types but also man-made structures. The
term land use, in contrast, is defined by “[…] the purposes for which humans exploit the land”
(Lambin et al., 2003). It cannot be directly measured from earth observation but requires ground
information about how people use the landscape (Lambin and Geist, 2008). Nevertheless, the two
terms are closely related and often combined for practical applications (Arnold et al., 2013). Where
appropriate, land use/ land cover change will be referred to as LUCC (Turner et al., 1995).
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Modern concepts of sustainable resource management consider that the focus should be on
synergies and balances between ecosystems and human well-being instead of maximizing
sustainable resource production (Chapin III et al., 2009). During the past few years the need for an
adapted synthesis of different land change theories became apparent, moving away from the
concept of providing one all-embracing theory (Hersperger et al., 2010; Lambin et al., 2006).
Different concepts and programs have been developed to assess the anthropogenic impact on
natural environments and to evaluate feedback systems. During recent years, methods to monitor
and assess LUCC have furthermore moved from disciplinary to interdisciplinary analyses (Verburg et
al., 2009).
These LUCC aspects and their assessment may thus contribute to internationally most relevant
programs. The United Nations, for instance, recognized sustainable consumption, production, and
natural resource management as one of its guiding ideas in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (United Nations, 2012). Within this Agenda, an overall 17 Sustainable Development
Goals were defined, ranging from social aspects like ending poverty or gender equality to
environmental baselines, e.g. protecting marine or terrestrial ecosystems as well as combined goals
like clean energy supply or sustainable urban development (United Nations, 2015a). These goals
were developed to increase human well-being and require fundamental interdisciplinary research
and concepts that cover the various facets of land change dynamics and their consequences.
2.1 Concept of ecosystem services
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) developed a framework to evaluate these links
between ecosystems and human well-being, categorizing the various ecosystem services and
functions into four different categories (provisioning, supporting, regulating, and cultural) (MEA,
2005). The concept of ecosystem services aims at the commodification and hence the calculation of
an exchange value of different conversions, the so called trade-off processes (Silvertown, 2015). In
this context, trade-offs are characterized as land cover conversions that lead to a negative exchange
between ecosystem services while the concept of synergies is used to describe positive co-variation
(Elmqvist et al., 2010).
The quantification of these trade-offs has long been a main focus of ecosystem service studies. By
attributing a monetary value to ecosystem services, decision makers are supposed to be able to
make value-based, well informed decisions (MEA, 2005). However, this concept of payments for
4
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ecosystem services is often not applicable because many ecosystem services simply have no market
value and in many cases the costs and benefits are disconnected (Carpenter et al., 2009).
Furthermore some authors argue that markets change rapidly, that selected ecosystem services are
devalued and that this concept only reflects the desirability of the consumer (McCauley, 2006;
Redford and Adams, 2009; Silvertown, 2015).
One of the most extended programs that is supposed to establish an economic value to the
ecosystem service of carbon storage is the REDD+ framework (“Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation and the role of conservation, sustainable management of
forests and enhancement of forest carbon stocks in developing countries”) (Corbera, 2012; Corbera
and Schroeder, 2011). This country specific climate policy framework aims at improving forest
management in developing countries by adding a monetary value to the carbon that is stored in trees
and thus not emitted into the atmosphere (Angelsen, 2009). The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change negotiated on REDD+ and finalized the framework in 2013 to avoid
further biodiversity loss and negative impacts on local communities. Guidelines were developed
(Angelsen et al., 2012; Kissinger et al., 2012) and various studies that implement the framework exist
(Burgess et al., 2010; Indrarto et al., 2012; Sunderlin et al., 2014). However, critical points of the
REDD+ framework are that it currently lacks specification of standard approaches and the
responsible authorities to be addressed, that the definition of safeguards is still unclear, and that low
carbon but high biodiversity areas might be neglected for the sake of high carbon areas (Phelps et al.,
2012; Strassburg et al., 2010; Visseren-Hamakers et al., 2012).
Although the concept of ecosystem services and the underlying functions is well-established, there
are no general approaches or guidelines to assess, monitor and predict ecosystem services and their
changes (Daily et al., 2009; Sharp et al., 2014). To a certain extent this is due to the adaptive
character of ecosystem service studies. The outcome of such analyses is supposed to provide a basis
for action for decision makers, but depending on the spatial and temporal scales, inter-linkages, off
site effects, and delayed processes are likely to occur. Research on different scales can thus bridge
the gap between scientists and decision-makers that retrieve the option to weigh the different
benefits (DeFries et al., 2004a). Within this context, the focus on regional studies supports the
understanding of underlying drivers and delivers necessary information on society-environment
interactions (Turner et al., 1994). The term “regional” in this context refers to sub-national scale,
usually on a scale between 10³- 105 km² (Martínez-Harms and Balvanera, 2012).
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2.2 Further concepts for ecosystem assessments
The assumption that ecological processes have to be quantified and assessed on multiple levels while
considering internal variables is also adopted by Ostrom (2009) who proposes a framework for
“Social-Ecological Systems”. Within this concept, the sustainability of social-ecological systems is
determined by considering the links and the interplay of four first-level core subsystems: the
resource units, the resource systems, the governance systems, and the users. Each of the levels
consists of further second-level variables that lead to further deeper-level variables. Thus, relevant
level-dependent internal and external variables can be identified and study approaches can be
adapted to given biophysical and social scales. This concept can be applied for choosing an
appropriate set of second level variable data selection schemes as well as for the analysis of more or
less complex social-ecological systems (Ostrom, 2009).
Most recently, a concept that considers the impacts of LUCC on biodiversity has been established.
The concept of “Essential Biodiversity Variables” (EBV) has been embedded within the framework of
the Aichi Targets for 2020 by Parties to the United Nations (UN) Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD). It provides a reduced set of essential measurements that can be extrapolated with global
observation systems to provide concepts for worldwide biodiversity monitoring (Pereira et al., 2013).
With the means of remote sensing and the according proxies and models, local sampling schemes
can be extended to regional scales and enable repeated measurements. Essential biodiversity
variables thus form a missing link for ecosystem service studies providing information on species
changes, functional groups, or tracking processes within ecosystems (Pereira et al., 2013). Essential
Biodiversity Variables are currently still under development (Cord et al., 2017). Compared to the
concept of ecosystem services, their definition is tighter being focused on the aspect of biodiversity
loss (Pettorelli et al., 2016). However, they may function as indicators for ecosystem service
assessment (Vihervaara et al., 2015).
All these concepts take into account that land cover change processes can never be analyzed simply
by assessing the impact of the change, and that underlying socio-economic and political drivers have
to be considered to map the spatial distribution of ecosystem services and trade-off processes
(Verburg et al., 2009). LUCC can occur abrupt or gradually in both the temporal and the spatial
dimension. LUCC as a reaction to socio-economic shocks remain particularly poorly understood with
regard to the long-term impacts of their spatial and temporal trajectories in addition to direct and
distant effects (Baumann et al., 2015; Müller et al., 2014).
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2.3 The need for regional adaptations in Southern Africa
Since ecological field data often misses the extent of relevant ecological changes and thus
opportunities to assess the associated economic impact (Kerr and Ostrovsky, 2003), this field data
can be augmented using satellite-borne remote sensing data in order to substantially improve the
extent of quantification of spatially-dependent variables (Ferrier, 2011; Turner, 2011). With the
possibility to integrate local measurements to large-scale observations, mapping and modeling on a
large scale, appropriate for policy decision-making, along with the generation of frameworks or
blueprints, can be further developed (Crossman et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2013). But while local
studies provide important information on direct causes and processes of LUCC, the underlying
drivers, like policies or population dynamics are often neglected (Geist and Lambin, 2002). This, in
turn also means that certain a priori knowledge is a prerequisite of meaningful ecosystem service
studies (Cord et al., 2017), even if the observed processes show high spatio-temporal complexity
(Scholes et al., 2013).
Given the importance of addressing ecosystem services across large areas, it would be attractive to
use a unified approach for the whole Southern African sub-continent. However, this application of
common experiences would totally neglect regional differences since the context in Southern Africa
is still largely characterized by local indigenous societies (Brink et al., 2014). In addition, it has to be
considered that ecosystem services can only be adequately analyzed when the ecological focus is
adapted to capture socio-economic drivers (Carpenter et al., 2009; Reyers et al., 2013).
Programs that focus on an adapted analysis of African countries and their development in the
human-ecosystem perspective exist, and in their framework, data collections, monitoring concepts,
and approaches for capacity building have been developed. The “Biodiversity and Protected Areas
Management Programme” (BIOPAMA), for instance, covers aspects of cultural and biodiversity loss
and how protection and sustainable resource use can contribute to human well-being. They
concentrate on African, Pacific, and Caribbean countries and next to capacity and knowledge
building, important data on protected areas and biodiversity is collected and made freely available
(URL: http://dopa.jrc.ec.europa.eu). Specifically for Africa, the “Biodiversity Monitoring Transect
Analysis in Africa” (BIOTA) assesses the negative consequences of land use and overexploitation of
natural resources on biodiversity. It is divided into four regional subprojects, one of them specifically
addressing the Southern African region. In this regional context, ecosystem dynamics and
consumption changes are studied together with the following biodiversity consequences and socioeconomic changes. Within the BIOTA program, vegetation monitoring and environmental data are
also made available via the open access BIOTABase.
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The present study was framed by two international research projects that also consider specific
regional requirements. The Future Okavango Project (TFO) focused on the assessment of LUCC and
sustainable management in the Okavango basin by using the ecosystem service concept. The
interdisciplinary approach covered social, socio-economic as well as natural sciences to establish an
integral framework for stakeholders and decision makers. The second project, the Southern African
Science Service Centre for Climate Change and Adaptive Land Management (SASSCAL) even extends
the focus area the whole of Southern Africa, and aims at local capacity building by generating
adapted, science-based management concepts for policy- and decision makers. These programs are
strongly needed, since in contrast to other regions of the world, research and capacity in Southern
Africa regarding conservation actions are falling behind despite the high priority of ecosystem
conservation. This is mainly due to funding and communication issues (Western, 2003). Considering
future changes like the predicted climate change or population dynamics (United Nations, 2015b),
there is a risk that the lack of profound research and knowledge will become more apparent.
In their latest regional report, the IPCC points out the low adaptive capacity of most African countries
to the predicted climate change, further affecting food security (Boko et al., 2007). The lack in food
supply threatens ecosystems to a large extent, since the rural population of developing countries
such as in Africa is mostly dependent on natural resources and population growth results in
increasing food demand (Egoh et al., 2012b; Western, 2003). Another aspect is unequal access to
land connected with recently arising large agricultural investments in Africa mainly from foreign
countries (Friis and Reenberg, 2010) or the allocation of land by local elites (Röder et al., 2015). SubSaharan Africa has furthermore the highest poverty measures, and poverty is currently rising (Chen
and Ravallion, 2007). The resulting immense dependence on agricultural production affects
important processes like water regulation, purification or disease and pest control (Egoh et al.,
2012b). Considering that agricultural expansion worldwide is unequally distributed, with more land
being converted in the tropics (Foley et al., 2011), ecosystem services on the continent remain
disproportionately poorly understood, with the exception of South Africa (Egoh et al., 2012b; Seppelt
et al., 2011).
2.4 History and current state of Angola
Concordant with this, no information on the impacts of LUCC on Miombo forests for Angola exists.
This is mainly due to the historic and present challenges within the country. The 27 years of civil war
(1975 - 2002) that followed the liberation of the Portuguese colonial era between UNITA guerrilla
(“União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola“) and the former communist MPLA
(“Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola”) resulted in numerous social, economic and
ecological challenges. The government was and is still confronted with massive construction and
8
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demining issues as well as providing the basic medical or educational supply, especially in rural areas
(BTI, 2014). After the final ceasefire in 2002, the government largely invested in reconstruction of rail
tracks, bridges, and streets and imports large amounts of food (food imports increased by a factor of
8 between 2000 and 2014). But still, Angola ranks 150th out of 188 on the Human Development Index
with life expectancy being among the lowest in the world and about 94 % of all households being
described as poor (FAO, 2017).
This stands in stark contrast to the thriving economic power of the country. For years, Angola has
been competing for the status of being Africa’s top oil producer and is currently listed second after
Nigeria. Like many other oil producing states, the economy of Angola is heavily dependent on the
international crude oil price and it has been severely affected by its decrease since 2008. However,
oil exports lately accounted for 95 % of all exports and almost 50 % of GDP (Deutsche Bank Research,
2013). The second largest exports are diamonds with high potential for expansion, since about 60 %
of national mining resources are considered to be unknown (World Bank, 2014). Yet, Angola is led by
an authoritarian government and ranks poorly in terms of governance and corruption metrics
(Chène, 2010; Transparency International, 2014). Along these lines, it follows the classical example of
a resource curse (Shaxson, 2007): focusing on one resource revenue (oil) negatively affects other
industrial branches (known as “Dutch disease”) in addition to variations in commodity prices and
weak political conditions (Humphreys et al., 2007). This maldistribution of benefits leads to
unemployment rates of almost 60% in rural areas and around 70 % of the labor force being employed
in rain-fed, small-scale, subsistence agriculture (BTI, 2014; FAO, 2017). Although the situation
regarding food supply in Angola represents a well-known dilemma where essential resources are
produced at the expense of ecosystem degradation, LUCC are indispensable to provide basic food
supply for human livelihood (Friis and Reenberg, 2010). These changes in land use and land cover are
thus not solely driven by population growth, poverty, and infrastructure but social and economic
frames have to be considered in according studies (Lambin et al., 2001).
The study area of this thesis is located in the rural, south-central part of Angola, which was locally
known as the ‘land at the end of the earth’ (Portuguese: Terras do Fim do Mundo). This peripheral
and once remote region with a weak communication and transportation network has been severely
affected during the civil war, forming the southern conflict frontline (Brinkman and Alessi, 2009).
Open hostilities, the resettlement or flight of people to the towns, and the extensive dispersion of
landmines resulted in a breakdown of the local agricultural sector (Brinkman, 2003; Kibble, 2006).
Local farmers still practice traditional slash-and-burn agriculture without any modern techniques or
fertilizer input and the current land use situation has already reached the limits of sustainability
(Finckh, 2015). Yet, the region is one of the predicted future hot-spots of potential agro-industrial
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investments, since Angola is one of seven countries that inherit overall more than half of the
remaining arable land (Fischer et al., 2002; Gasparri et al., 2015; Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011).

3. Remote sensing contribution dry tropical forest assessments
Remote sensing is the main source for consistent mapping of extent and conditions of ecosystems
(DeFries et al., 2005). Remote sensing based approaches in combination with ecological field data,
provide the most effective methods for addressing spatial, temporal, and logistical challenges
(Chambers et al., 2007). However, understanding landscape patterns requires approaches that are
adapted to time and scale of the processes (Gillson, 2009). This scale-based adaptation can be
fulfilled by satellite-based earth observation data (Hansen et al., 2010), but the appropriate sensor
has to be carefully selected, so that spatio-temporally adapted information can be obtained (Kerr and
Ostrovsky, 2003). Although remote sensing observation of LUCC is a relatively young discipline,
recent developments in land change theories and models support the development of theories and
the improvement in communication (Hersperger et al., 2010).
3.1 Temporal and spatial scale
The choice of an appropriate sensor depends mainly on the spatial, temporal and spectral resolution
and has to be adapted to the observed environment and the desired information (Woodcock and
Strahler, 1987). By the end of 2013, almost 100 operating earth observation systems were available
(Belward and Skøien, 2015). The large number and variety of sensor systems, with their respectively
differing specifications, result from the fact that trade-offs must be made between spatial, temporal,
and spectral resolution within a given sensor (Townshend and Justice, 1988). In particular, detecting
LUCC on a regional scale either requires a system with frequent observations but lower spatial and
spectral resolution, or sacrificing temporal resolution for higher spatial details (Hill et al., 2004). The
high number of presently orbiting medium-to-low spatial resolution sensors demonstrates the desire
for the broad swath width and low data volume suitable for large area analysis (Belward and Skøien,
2015). Considering the main focus of this thesis, especially the temporal and the spatial domain have
to be deliberately selected.
In the work presented in this thesis, the spatial resolution categories defined by Belward and Skøien
(2015) are used. They define very high resolution (0.5-5 m), high resolution (5 -10 m), medium
resolution (10-40 m), moderate resolution (40-250 m) and low resolution (250 m-1.5 km) categories,
but also state that there is no general consensus about how to categorize spatial resolution. The
spatial resolution of satellite data used in this thesis is selected to correspond to the small scale
agricultural forest clearing processes that are most dominant. While large scale industrial agriculture
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could be captured with earth observation data with a resolution of several hundreds of meters,
clearings for small agricultural patterns need higher resolution data, i.e. tens of meters (DeFries et
al., 2007).
From the temporal perspective, a given LUCC analysis may use data sets comprised of multiple dates,
or a time series. Multi-date LUCC analysis might miss important dynamics, whereas time series
approaches challenge the user with separating change processes from natural variations and noise
(Lambin, 1996; Verbesselt et al., 2010). Regarding the overall observation time, deforestation
patterns for shifting cultivation should be separated from other forest dynamics, since they usually
occur on the short-term (DeFries et al., 2007). This can be accomplished by using long-term
observations, which are also required to assess changes in cultivation dynamics (Penman et al.,
2003).
The various approaches of land use and land cover mapping that result from the multiple sensor
systems contributed to the development of consistent and systematic handling concepts of this
retrieved information. A standardized classification scheme was already suggested for the U.S. in the
early 1970s (Anderson, 1971). On a European basis, the CORINE land cover concept was developed, a
concept that collects and distributes standardized land use and land cover information (Büttner et
al., 2004). Most recently, this further led to the EAGLE program that provides a conceptual basis for
European data models (Arnold et al., 2013). On a global scale, the FAO and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) developed a standardized Land Cover Classification System (LCCS)
(Di Gregorio, 2005). By adopting this LCCS, a global land cover database has been provided by the
European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC) for the year 2000 (Bartholome et al., 2002).
3.2 Remote sensing contribution for ecosystem assessment concepts
According to the concepts that have been discussed in chapter 1.2, remote sensing contributes
significantly by providing spatial LUCC information over required spatial and temporal scales. Some
of the concepts were adapted, regarding their definitions, to be harmonized with remote sensing
data. Pettorelli et al. (2016), for instance, provide adjustments and concepts for the retrieval of EBVs
and provide a framework for satellite remote sensing EBVs (SRS-EBV). Nevertheless, Skidmore and
Pettorelli (2015) argue that even the derivation of SRS-EBVs remains challenging due to uncertainties
in observation continuities, access to imagery, or limitations in the spatial and temporal extent of
satellite data.
In contrast, the PES program of REDD+ is more established and by the end of 2015, five national
reports on REDD+ were available, although none in Africa (Johnson et al., 2016). Many case studies
contributing directly or conceptually to national REDD+ programs were conducted for tropical forests
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in Africa (e.g. Avitabile et al., 2011; Burgess et al., 2010; Kirui et al., 2013). Within this program,
however, there still remains the potential for improvement. Herold and Skutsch (2011), for example,
asked for the clarification and regrouping of terms, along with conceptual improvements using
interim indicators in the case of insufficient or uncertain data.
The concept of ecosystem services is probably the most widely studied concept with regard to
remote sensing and the number of studies that apply earth observation data is constantly rising (de
Araujo Barbosa et al., 2015). The analysis of changes in land cover and the identification of
underlying drivers are particularly important elements in ecosystem service mapping (DeFries et al.,
2005). Although land use is not always directly observable, land cover is, and supplementary
information can support the detection of land use systems and their changes (Kruska et al., 2003;
Verburg et al., 2009) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Conceptual depiction of how social, ecological, and remote sensing data can be integrated to
describe and map ecosystem services. The generalized depiction considers that the processing steps depend
on the observed service and data availability. The dashed boundaries group the components to assess the
state of an ecosystem service as well as to assess them on a dynamic temporal scale (Modified after Andrew
et al. (2014).

Spatially continuous large area mapping (often referred to as wall-to-wall mapping) offers the
possibility to identify drivers and processes on a large scale. At the highest level, this leads to global
products, which deliver important information on status and dynamics of biomes. However,
ecosystem consequences can only be managed as a whole, i.e. crossing multiple dimensions.
Connecting policies and economic development with food security, conservation or natural resource
management requires consistent observation and assessment on a regional scale (Brink et al., 2014).
As a result, almost 60 % of all ecosystem service studies that are supported by remote sensing cover
a regional scale. The next most prevalent studies cover a national scale, with only a few having been
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developed on a continental or global scale (Martínez-Harms and Balvanera, 2012). In practice, the
spatio-temporal scale of remote sensing studies of ecosystem services has to be selected to cover
important processes without compromising on important details or large-scale interlinkages, while
also providing relevant information to support decision-makers (DeFries et al. 2004b). Decision
making processes can then be optimized between the objectives of benefitting human well-being
and the potential ecosystem damage on different spatial scales (Foley et al. 2005). Along with the
spatial scale, the temporal resolution and extent must be dynamically adapted to the underlying
processes. When the time periods considered are too short, such that the impacts of land cover
change are inadequately assessed, the requirements to determine the capacity of different land uses
to provide essential goods and services may not be met (de Araujo Barbosa et al., 2015; Verburg et
al., 2009).
Between 1995 and 2011, a total of 70 publications assessed the spatial distribution of ecosystem
service supply with remote sensing data. Many of these studies were motivated by the need to
gather, interpret, and refine large amounts of spatially-dependent information for decision-making
objectives (Burkhard et al., 2012; Martínez-Harms and Balvanera, 2012). Most of the studies value
ecosystem services in a monetary way (Egoh et al. 2012a), however there are significant differences
in valuation approaches for developing countries in comparison to industrialized countries (Schomers
and Matzdorf 2013).
One of the most comprehensive national ecosystem assessments (NEA) that incorporated remote
sensing data for the adoption of the ecosystem service concept was conducted in the framework of
the UK NEA (Bateman et al., 2013; Schröter et al., 2016). Within this framework, a nationwide
ecosystem service inventory assessed 8 broad habitat types and the connected ecosystem services
(Mace et al., 2011) leading to monetary valuation (Bateman et al., 2013). While this is an outstanding
example requiring reliable statistical, monetary, and ground-based information, most remote sensing
based ecosystem service studies focus on one or two ecosystem services, mostly carbon storage,
sequestration or food production. However, this reduction and definition to crucial services for
mapping ecosystem service supply has also been enhanced to increase accuracy (de Groot 2010).
These studies generally provide important information to identify areas where the undesirable
situation of higher demand than supply might arise (Crossman et al., 2013). But mostly, critical
ecosystem services that maintain human well-being remain poorly understood (Martínez-Harms and
Balvanera, 2012). Especially in African countries, most poor people are highly dependent on natural
resources and rely on direct or indirect ecosystem service supply, like water purification, fuelwood or
food provision. Furthermore, the value of certain cultural services that are of high importance to the
local population (like cultural heritage or spiritual enjoyment) are still not well understood (Egoh et
al., 2012a; Röder et al., 2015). Data availability in most African countries is one of the key limiting
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factors for mapping ecosystem services and the high costs of primary data collection lead to the
necessity of proxies (Egoh et al., 2012b). Lately, some authors have called for a common framework
when spatially assessing ecosystem services. Ayanu et al. (2012), Martínez-Harms and Balvanera
(2012), de Araujo Barbosa et al. (2015) and most recently Cord et al. (2017) provide reviews about
the contribution of remote sensing to the four different categories of ecosystem services (see section
1.2). They all conclude that maximizing the utility of satellite data will require the combination of
different disciplines, especially the combination of earth observation data with biophysical indicators.
The use of such proxies is, however, still largely affected with inaccuracies and error variations
should necessarily be stated (Eigenbrod et al., 2010). Cord et al. (2017) highlight the exceptional
strength of ecosystem service studies but also remark that the great advantage of information for
large time spans offered by remote sensing data is not yet sufficiently used.
3.3 Remote sensing of food production and forest resources
Regarding the two main ecosystem services on which the thesis is focused, different spatially explicit
approaches and methodological concepts exist and have successfully been applied. Timber is
generally represented as the abundance of trees that can potentially be used (woody biomass), but it
has hardly been mapped in the ecosystem service context (Burkhard et al., 2012; Martínez-Harms
and Balvanera, 2012). On the spatial scale, remote sensing data of tropical forests can support the
understanding of fine grained processes, like canopy nutrient cycling or species mapping (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The boxes show suitable temporal and spatial scales where different ecological processes that
affect tropical forests coincide with remote sensing scales and anthropogenic impacts. The spatial scales are
adapted to different operating sensors (airborne & satellite) (modified from Chambers et al. (2007).
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Large scale dynamics of several kilometers for fire or phenology mapping require high temporal
resolution because their dynamics are too fast to be covered less frequently than once a month. As
already mentioned in section 1.2, the assessment of LUCC has to be adapted to spatio-temporal
dynamics of drivers and impacts and can be highly variable. The integration of an analysis of logging
and biomass changes however limits the available temporal and spatial scale drastically (Chambers et
al., 2007) (Figure 2).
Generally, to retrieve information on forest parameters, vegetation indices derived from earth
observation data are often related with biophysical measurements and function as a proxy for
standing biomass (Houborg and Boegh, 2008). Next to look up tables and regression models, the use
of primary data to model the statistical relationship between satellite sensor signal and biophysical
variables is most common (Martínez-Harms and Balvanera, 2012; Plummer, 2009). The application of
biophysical models can also be used to retrieve information about critical forest functions, e.g. about
nutrient flow, hydrological processes or net primary production (e.g. Gholz et al., 2012; White et al.,
2000).
However, these models are only as reliable as their input data and in addition to remote sensing
data, require fundamental ground based data, which makes them not yet applicable for the study
area in rural Angola. On the contrary, mapping standing biomass with optical remote sensing data
has been successfully applied for temperate forests (e.g. by Muukkonen and Heiskanen (2005),
Tomppo et al. (2002) or Dong et al. (2003)), as well as for tropical forests (e.g. by Saatchi et al. (2007),
Achard et al. (2002)). The valuation in an ecosystem service context is generally done by using
proxies on forest cover and its changes, e.g. by Konarska et al. (2002), Scullion et al. (2011) and Foley
et al. (2007). Thus, Remote sensing of tropical forests can substantially support ecological studies
that have for a long time been hampered due to difficult accessibility, the large extent of the study
region and complex diversities (Chambers et al., 2007; Schneider, 2001).
The heterogeneous structure of dry tropical forests can be adequately assessed with remote sensing
approaches covering the current state as well as its changes (Chambers et al., 2007). Nevertheless,
for a long time, remote sensing studies of tropical forested regions fell short compared to temperate
areas (Sánchez-Azofeifa et al., 2003). Apart from the issue that different methodological definitions
for dry tropical forests exist (Portillo-Quintero and Sánchez-Azofeifa, 2010), most studies of
deforestation concentrate on moist tropical forests (Sánchez-Azofeifa et al., 2003; Sánchez-Azofeifa
et al., 2005). Regional studies that focus on modification processes still mainly concentrate on the
Amazon region and so far no studies are known that quantify degradation in the Angolan Miombo
(Chambers et al., 2007; Putz and Redford, 2010).
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One attempt to globally map distribution and status of dry tropical forest with MODIS data has been
conducted by Miles et al. (2006) and they state that almost all dry tropical forest area is currently
under threat. One of the most recent advances in global forest mapping is provided by Hansen et al.
(2013) with Angola being stated one of the key areas of forest cover loss. The map is derived from
global Landsat data and next to current forest areas it defines areas where forest loss and gain occur
between 2000 and 2012. This is the first high resolution global forest product at high accuracy.
However, while these maps provide great monitoring tools, data for specific management actions
requires more regionally adapted information and has to be connected to ground based information,
like conducted by Saatchi et al. (2007), who used more than 500 vegetation sampling plots to model
aboveground biomass for the Amazon forest region.
In contrast to forest resources, food provision (i.e. the amount of edible plants) can either be
expressed as an amount of plant material per area or as the equivalent calorie provision (Burkhard et
al., 2012). Although it can be considered to be less complex than timber mapping because of the
assumed single vegetation layer (Ayanu et al., 2012), spatial resolutions of satellite borne sensors are
usually too coarse scale to cover single plants and the derived land use data has thus to be combined
with agricultural statistics (Crossman et al., 2013). The suitability of medium resolution sensors, like
the Landsat mission, to map the provisioning services food has been stated (Ayanu et al., 2012).
Atzberger (2013) point out that the timeliness of remote sensing information is one of the key
parameters in studying agriculture. But just like the ground truth data they mention, the lack of
images for the study area during cropping season (due to clouds and fires) challenges the analysis of
cropping characterization. The lack of ground truth data also hampers the use of crop growth
simulation models, like APSIM (McCown et al., 1996) or PROSAIL (Jacquemoud et al., 2009), in this
area. On a global scale, crop production is one of the main ecosystem services that has been assessed
with remote sensing data during recent years (Martínez-Harms and Balvanera, 2012). You et al.
(2009) provide crop estimates for Sub-Saharan Africa but also mention that improvements in their
models is required also for Angola and accuracy strongly relies on sub-national statistics. Further
information to diversify crop yield information can be census data, land cover data, biophysical crop
suitability assessments, population density, and distance to urban centers (You et al., 2009).
3.4 The Landsat sensor as a tool for the assessment of food production and timber resources
The above mentioned specifications to study small scale deforestation and forest degradation
retrospectively, narrows the possible choice of remote sensing sensors. The Landsat mission with its
medium resolution and the regular monitoring frequency provides detailed and consistent
information on land cover and land ecosystems changes for up to 45 years of history (Wulder et al.,
2012; Wulder et al., 2008). This unique feature makes the Landsat mission most suitable for land
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cover studies, which is also reflected in the much higher number of published studies compared to
any other sensor (Belward and Skøien, 2015; Wulder et al., 2016).
The Landsat satellites are sun synchronous polar orbiting and the current operating Landsat 7 ETM+
and Landsat 8 OLI provide imagery with a swath of 185 km, a spatial resolution of 30 m in the
reflective bands and a revisit cycle of 16 days. They provide near global coverage in the reflective and
thermal spectrum and thus form an exceptional database about land surface changes (Roy et al.,
2014). Landsat 5 TM was the longest operating earth observation satellite with a life span of almost
29 years until it was powered off and sent to a disposal orbit in 2013 (USGS, 2014). Until then it also
provided important imagery for continuous missions that had to change their focus back to Landsat 5
after the scan line correction failure of the Landsat 7 ETM+ (Wulder et al., 2016), which corrects for
the compensation of the forward satellite motion (Markham et al., 2004). It furthermore substituted
for the loss of the Landsat 6 ETM sensor that failed to reach the orbit in 1993 (Wulder et al., 2016).
The latest Landsat 8 OLI satellite was launched in February 2013 thus continuing the mission being
effectively combined with Landsat 7 ETM+ by improving revisit time (Roy et al., 2014).
In 2008, the Landsat archive of the USGS has been opened and is freely accessible for public
(Woodcock et al., 2008). Furthermore, data that has been held by other cooperators has been
acquired if possible (Wulder et al., 2012). The unrestricted availability offers the possibility to
significantly expand the temporal scale and enables studies that had so far been reserved for sensors
like MODIS (Wulder et al., 2012). The two operating sensors currently have a combined daily
acquisition capacity of about 1200 scenes adding up to a total of more than 5.5 million images from
the Landsat legacy (Wulder et al., 2016). This large access to data especially enables the focus of
studies on trend characterization, thus on LUCC. An overview of significant studies on disturbance
and conversion studies, also on forest ecosystems is provided by Wulder et al. (2012).

4 Objectives
Many approaches successfully address dynamics in LUCC and assess the anthropogenic impact on
natural ecosystems. Along with technical developments on the sensor side, during the recent years
have seen more conceptual approaches developed that support interdisciplinary analyses and enable
the connection of ecological and socio-economic factors to provide information on decision-maker
level (e.g. by Hersperger et al., 2010; Ostrom, 2009; Van Berkel and Verburg, 2012). However, the
combination of these conceptual approaches with specifically-adapted remote sensing data
interpretation in areas with limited ground information but strong land cover change dynamics
remains a major challenge.
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The overarching goal of this thesis is therefore to investigate links between anthropogenic impacts
leading to land cover conversions and modifications, and the subsequent ecosystem consequences.
While these links have been well studied for many regions of the world, the Sub-Saharan African
region remains poorly understood. Especially in Angola, a complex network of ecological, economic
and political aspects, combined with access limitations during and after the civil war, have led to a
virtual absence of scientific analyses for many years. The effect of the civil war, as a major socioeconomic shock, and the connected impacts on land systems are not yet completely understood
(Baumann et al., 2015). The comprehensive analysis of LUCC for a temporal extent that covers all
necessary historical settings can thus fundamentally support the understanding of LUCC dynamics
and function as a base for analyses like the above mentioned LUCC models.
As a consequence, three major objectives were pursued: (i) definition of impacts and drivers, (ii)
analysis of modifications and conversions and (iii) assessment of the transferability of processes to
another area (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Objectives of the thesis and interrelations. While drivers and impacts build the conceptual
basis of the presented work (left box), the dynamics of LUCC have been assessed from both
perspectives, i.e. modification and conversion processes (center box). A third part is the
generalization to test if underlying drivers and the connected impacts can also be observed in a
similar setting (right box).
This has been addressed within this thesis by studying the interrelation between underlying drivers
and the according land cover change. The land change process is focused on the predominant
observable dynamic that is the trade-off between forested area and cultivated land. Furthermore the
two affected spheres are studied in more detail with respect to land use change decisions by the
actors. The extent of the study site provides the identification of underlying processes and drivers.
Furthermore, the extent is large enough to build a representative basis for further studies in dry
tropical ecosystem and especially in Sub-Saharan Africa.
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These outlined objectives were addressed through five studies in this thesis (Figure 4). The first
studies assessed drivers and impacts in combination with natural and socio-economic sciences to
define what drives the land change processes. They lead to a trade-off analysis that uses the concept
of ecosystem services as a framework and the combination of land cover change and indicator values
as a methodological approach. The assessment of modifications and conversion processes
concentrate on the two main affected spheres: forest and agriculture. These more technical analyses
assess direct and subtle changes in dry tropical forests as well as in subsistence agriculture.

Figure 4: Framework of the thesis. The first three studies strongly focus on the definition of
underlying drivers and cover both spheres, i.e. forest and agriculture. Study 3 also includes LUCC
dynamics on a higher temporal scale. The subsequent studies 4 & 5 concentrate on high temporal
dynamics and focus on the two trade-off spheres in more detail, i.e. study 4 provides an analysis of
cultivation patterns and study 5 focusses on forest degradation dynamics.

The first two studies focused on the underlying drivers that affect the most dominant trade-off
dynamic in South-Eastern Angola. Although remote sensing approaches can easily assess the spatial
extent of land conversion from forest to cultivation areas, the small scale, traditional cultivation
patterns, indirect underlying drivers, and the lack of reliable ground truth data pose an exceptional
challenge on ecosystem service studies in this area. The Landsat archive offers the possibility to
derive agricultural dynamics, even throughout the civil war, and beyond the ceasefire until the
present day in a spatially explicit manner. It therefore offers the opportunity to include political and
socio-economic drivers and define their impacts.
The first study (chapter 2) focused on analyzing LUCC related to infrastructural reconstruction and
improvement. Infrastructure is usually supposed to be a driver with high impact on deforestation and
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forest degradation processes. The consequences of infrastructural changes on different land cover
types was assessed with a bi-temporal unsupervised classification approach (1997/1998-2008/2009)
based on Landsat data in combination with higher resolution Rapideye data.
Located at the border situation between Namibia and Angola, study 2 focused on how the drivers
and their impacts differ in the two countries. It thus provides an assessment of drivers and impacts
with remote sensing techniques in a comparable setting. By using multi-temporal Landsat data, the
underlying spatial drivers and the resulting LUCC and urban growth were defined. Although the study
can be conceptually connected to the four core studies of the thesis, the different framework and
the changed study area separate it from the others. Nevertheless, it provides important information
on the transferability of underlying drivers especially in a comparative cross-national context.
Study 3 further focused on the spatially exact location of deforestation due to agricultural expansion.
This multitemporal approach, based on an unsupervised ISODATA approach, was furthermore
combined with indicator values to delineate the trade-off between the ecosystem services food and
timber. The time steps for the analysis were chosen in 5-year intervals and cover the time of armed
conflicts as well as the time of ceasefire and more recent of reconstruction. Indicator values were
based on literature values and household surveys.
In comparison, Study 1-3 led to an exact delineation of spatial extension and the definition of
underlying drivers regarding agricultural expansion in rural Angola. However, the temporal dynamics
of the two affected spheres, forests and agriculture, needed to be further studied to be connected to
socio-economic drivers and to gain detailed insight in LUCC and transformation processes.
Study 4 thus concentrated on the temporal analysis of deforestation and on the assessment of
cultivation practice changes. The study is based on the segmentation of annual Landsat time series
(LandTrendr) from 1989 until 2013. It furthermore includes another driver into the analysis, which is
the resettlement dynamics due to the civil war. Again the connection to socio-economic data leads to
the characterization of cultivation dynamics and the changes during and after the civil war. The
conversion of land cover for agricultural purposes and the analysis of the derived agricultural
commodities required information about farming system characteristics. Just like deforestation,
knowledge of the proximate causes for agricultural expansion can provide a format of results that is
suitable for management practices or further scientific analysis, such as input into land change
models (Verburg et al., 2009).
Next to cultivation patterns, the according trade-off counterpart was further studied in study 5.
Forest disturbances had already been successfully mapped, therefore this study focused on the
spatial and temporal location of subtle degradation processes from 1989 until 2013, for instance due
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to selective logging for timber uses, charcoal production etc. For this purpose, Landsat annual time
series were analyzed on a per pixel basis by linear regression and assessed according to cultivation
and fire dynamics.
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Abstract
Dry tropical forests undergo massive conversion and degradation processes. This also holds true for
the extensive Miombo forests that cover large parts of Southern Africa. While the largest
proportional area can be found in Angola, the country still struggles with food shortages, insufficient
medical and educational supply as well as ongoing reconstruction of infrastructure after 27 years of
civil war. Especially in rural areas, the local population is therefore still heavily dependent on the
consumption of natural resources as well as subsistence agriculture. This leads on one hand to large
areas of Miombo forests being converted for cultivation purposes but on the other hand to
degradation processes due to the selective use of forest resources. While forest conversion in southcentral rural Angola has already been quantitatively described, information about forest degradation
is not yet available. This is due to the history of conflicts and the therewith connected research
difficulties as well as the remote location of this area.
We apply an annual time series approach using Landsat data in south-central Angola not only to
assess the current degradation status of the Miombo forests but also to derive past developments
reaching back to times of armed conflicts. We use the Disturbance Index based on tasseled cap
transformation to exclude external influences like inter-annual variation of rainfall. Based on this
time series, linear regression is calculated for forest areas unaffected by conversion but also for the
pre-conversion period of those areas that were used for cultivation purposes during the observation
time. Metrics derived from linear regression used to classify the study area according to their
dominant modification processes. We compare our results to MODIS latent integral trends and to
further products to derive information on underlying drivers.
Around 13 % of the Miombo forests are affected by degradation processes, especially along streets,
villages and close to existing agriculture. But also areas in presumably remote and dense forest areas
are affected to a significant extent. Comparison with MODIS derived fire ignition data shows that
theyare most likely affected by recurring fires and less to selective timber extraction. We confirm
that areas that are used for agriculture are more heavily disturbed by selective use beforehand than
those that remain unaffected by conversion. The results can be substantiated by the MODIS latent
integral trends and we also show that due to extent and location, the assessment of forest
conversion is most likely not sufficient to provide good estimates of the loss of natural resources.
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Introduction
Miombo forests are one of the most extensive, yet compact dry tropical forest unit of the world
(Tuite and Gardiner, 1990). They stretch from Tansania at the east coast to Angola at the west coast
of Southern Africa, covering an area of 2.57 million km² (Leadley, 2010; Timberlake et al., 2010). They
are a source for commodification of products for the local population, but also have an indirect value
such as sustaining biodiversity by providing floristic and faunal habitat or act as a carbon sink (Clarke
et al., 1996; Leadley, 2010). The largest proportional area of Miombo forest is located in Angola.
Notwithstanding, there are still fundamental knowledge gaps due to the civil war (1975 - 2002) and
the according research difficulties (Campbell et al., 2007; Revermann et al., 2017). Currently,
smallholder agriculture still dominates forest conversion processes. More recently, the Angolan
government also invests in agro-industrial production and due to its natural settings, the area has
been identified as one of the future hotspots for large scale agricultural production under foreign
investments (Gasparri et al., 2015; Muzima and Mendy, 2015).
In contrast to the stand-replacing character of conversion processes, forest degradation in the tropics
is attributed to the non-sustainable extraction of timber and other forest products, but also to overhunting that leads to entry-logging and fires (Putz and Redford, 2010). Wood products from Miombo
forests are still mainly consumed by the private sector since these forests are yet of no importance
for industrial logging (Dewees et al., 2010; Finckh, 2015). The various uses of plants within the
Miombo forests in the Angolan highlands range from construction material, firewood, food, medicine
to spiritual purposes (Piedade, 2013). Furthermore, the production of charcoal and honey making are
activities that generate direct cash income and are coupled to the construction and improvement of
infrastructure (Finckh, 2015).
The use of Miombo results in large areas of forest disturbance and only a small amount of old-growth
forest being left (Dewees et al., 2010). Slash-and-burn agriculture is widespread and further increases
due to population growth and the ongoing lack of food supply (World Bank, 2014). This results in
immense trade-off processes in south central Angola between wood products and food and an
annual deforestation rate of 5.6% of all forested areas between 1989 and 2013 (Schneibel et al.,
2016). As a result, large gaps in the canopy of the surrounding forests can be observed also because
agricultural expansion is usually accompanied with selective felling for different purposes (Tuite and
Gardiner, 1990).
Apart from slash-and-burn, fires are very common in the area but are commonly considered as
surface fires that mainly burn grass and litter (Archibald et al., 2009). While trees and woody plants
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can be regarded to be fire resistant, the herbaceous layer is highly flammable and fires are used in
addition to clearcutting for the preparation of new fields (Domptail et al., 2013; Malmer, 2007).
While the detection of stand-replacing conversion of forest to agriculture has been studied most
intensively in general (e.g. De Sy et al., 2012) and to a lesser degree in Angola (Cabral et al., 2011;
Schneibel et al., 2016), forest degradation is a subtle modification process (Turner et al., 1994) that is
largely understudied (Mertz et al., 2012; Mertz et al., 2007). Forest modification is more prevalent
than conversion, however the increased temporal and spatial complexity of measurements resulted
in a far lower number of case studies (Lambin, 1999). Forest degradation has been studied less for
most tropical dry forests, especially for the Angolan Miombo (Chambers et al., 2007; Putz and
Redford, 2010). Nevertheless, degradation via selective logging can be considered the most
dominant disturbance of tropical forests with a slow subsequent recovery (Chambers et al., 2007).
The importance of carbon stocks in forests for the global climate has been recognized by the United
Nations framework convention on climate change in 2005. The program to “Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation and the role of conservation, sustainable management of
forests and enhancement of forest carbon stocks in developing countries” (REDD+) aims at reducing
the impact on climate change, at conserving biology and protecting ecosystem services by increased
carbon reductions (Gibbs et al., 2007). However, one general method to measure carbon across the
landscape does not yet exist and especially the aspect of forest degradation in this context has long
been disregarded (Gibbs et al., 2007; Sasaki et al., 2011). Remote sensing in combination with ground
data has been identified as being one of the key methods to map and monitor forest dynamics
(Penman et al., 2016), partially because historical trends (including deforestation, afforestation,
forest degradation and regeneration) can only be identified with space-based remote sensing time
series due to the poor ground data availability in many developing countries (Herold et al., 2011).
By using a study area adapted remote sensing approach, our objectives are as follows:
-

Assess extent and location of forest degradation areas and differentiate between
modification processes

-

Identify the main underlying drivers of forest degradation

-

Assess the difference in degradation on later cultivated areas and on non-converted forest
areas

We assessed degradation processes within Miombo forests of different densities in a study area in
south central Angola, characterized by highly dynamic land use changes and pressure on natural
ecosystems. While population is expected to grow rapidly, the use of natural resources is already
beyond sustainability (Finckh, 2015). We used annual Landsat time series covering the period from
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1989 to 2013 and the Disturbance Index to identify stable forest areas as well as areas of forest
degradation. We also assessed selective forest use before the conversion to agricultural areas. The
results were compared to MODIS phenology and burned area products to substantiate our results
and to identify the impact of fire on the local forest ecosystem.

Study area
The study area is located in south-central Angola at a mean altitude of 1,500 m a.s.l. and covers
various land use types on an area of 48,600 km². Parts of the three provinces Bié, Cuando Cubango
and Moxico and their corresponding municipality administrations are covered with the extent of the
study site. Menongue is the largest city and the local center of the region with a population of
306,622 (census of 2014) followed by Chitembo (pop. of 68,581) and Cuchi (pop. of 42,899) (INE,
2014). Two paved roads cross the study area, one running from east to west, connecting Menongue
and Cuchi and the other one connects Chitembo and Menongue in north-south direction ( Figure 1).
After these connections had been destroyed during the civil war (1979 - 2002), the roads were
reconstructed and paved between 2007 and 2010. In addition a dense network of earth tracks covers
the study area (Schneibel et al., 2013).
Climate of the study area is subhumid with mean annual temperature of 20.4 °C and a distinct rainy
season from October to April (average amount of precipitation of about 900 mm) (Weber, 2013). The
soils are mainly deep, sandy Arenosols in the eastern part of the study area or shallow soils on
granitic bedrock in the western part (Gröngröft et al., 2013a). The landscape is traversed by large
floodplains, mainly Parinari capensis grasslands on the sandy, leached soils in the eastern part and
Cryptosepalum maraviense grasslands in the western part (Revermann et al., 2013). The floodplains
are subject to frequent fires, generally man made (Stellmes et al., 2013). On the slopes to the
hilltops, a shrublands and open forests to dense Miombo gradient exists (Revermann et al., 2013).
Main land cover units are the Miombo forests, a dry tropical forest type, which are dominated by
Brachystegia, Julbernadia and Cryptosepalum species (Revermann et al., 2017). These forests mainly
occur on soils with medium nutrient content and are largely disturbed, forming woodlands of
different densities and various species composition (Gröngröft et al., 2013a; Gröngröft et al., 2013b).
While woodland regeneration after slash-and-burn agriculture is fast in terms of species richness,
species composition might not recover at all (Gonçalves et al., 2017).
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Figure 1: Location of the study area (top right) and distribution of stable forests/woodlands (green)
as well as location of cultivation areas (pink) that were established between 1989 and 2013
(Schneibel et al., 2016). Furthermore, the municipality centres and the connecting paved roads are
shown.
Large areas in the eastern part are covered by undisturbed forests, whereas the current
deforestation frontier is located in the western part (Hansen et al., 2013). Since the study site has
been severely affected by the civil war, by population movements and a subsequent strong
population growth, it is likely that pressure on forests changed during time and that degradation is
spatially and temporally connected to population dynamics. During the civil war, people affiliated
with UNITA (“União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola”) were settled deep in the
forests and were moved close to roads and existing settlements by the MPLA (“Movimento Popular
de Libertação de Angola”) shortly after the ceasefire (Brinkman, 2003). It is assumed that
deforestation and forest degradation rates are unprecedentedly high, especially close to cities and
infrastructure due to easy access and market opportunities (Finckh, 2015). While deforestation for
agriculture has already been quantified (Schneibel et al., 2016), more subtle forest dynamics, like
degradation processes in the study area remain unstudied (Gonçalves et al., 2017).
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Data
Annual Landsat time series were generated for the period from 1989 to 2013. For this purpose, all
available Level 1T data from the Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus (ETM+)
were processed to Bottom-of-Atmosphere (BOA) reflectance using the Framework for Operational
Correction for Environmental Modelling (FORCE) software (Frantz et al., 2016a).
A detailed description of the derivation of these inputs can be found in (Frantz et al., 2016a)) and
only a brief summary will be given here. The employed radiometric preprocessing chain is based on
radiative transfer theory (Tanré et al., 1979), featuring integrated corrections for atmospheric,
topographic and adjacency effects. The atmospheric correction accounted for multiple atmospheric
scatterings with variable illumination/view geometry, a combined image-, database- and objectbased estimation of aerosol optical depth over temporally persistent dark targets. Water vapor
correction was performed using the MODIS precipitable water product (Gao and Kaufman, 2003).
Topographic normalization was achieved with a modified image-based C-correction with 1-arcSecond SRTM data (USGS, 2015). Clouds and cloud shadows were identified with a modified version
of the Fmask algorithm (Frantz et al., 2016a; Frantz et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015; Zhu and Woodcock,
2012). All data were prepared in a regular grid (30 km × 30 km tiles), and share a single projection
(Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area), allowing the immediate usage of the full archive depth. 54 tiles
were needed to fully cover the study area (i.e. 180 km∗ 270 km = 48,600 km2). The tasseled cap
transformation (Kauth and Thomas, 1976) was applied to all radiometrically normalized BOA
reflectance images using the Crist (1985) reflectance data coefficients.
We compiled a reliable time series of all available images within a narrow phenological window. For
each year, we computed the average reflectance for May and June to avoid cloud cover and fires in
the wet and dry seasons, respectively (Stellmes et al., 2013; Weber, 2013).
The study area was split into areas of presumably stable forest and those areas that were under
cultivation during the observation time – based on data from Schneibel et al. (2016). This is to assess
long term trends of supposedly stable forests – potentially including forest degradation and
regeneration that are too subtle to be detected using methods tailored to deforestation – as well as
to derive information about forest use before the stand-replacing slash-and-burn events.
The forest cover mask defines stable areas for the study area from 1989 - 2013. It has been created
based on a spectral angle mapping approach and by defining statistically stable areas. The process of
how the mask was derived with an overall area-adjusted accuracy of 0.92 ± 0.06 can be found in
Schneibel et al. (2016). This mask was applied to the study area imagery to identify areas of stable
forest. A further mask was applied that incorporates agricultural areas and that is based on the same
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study. Cultivation areas for the time between 1989 and 2013 had been reliably detected with an
area-adjusted accuracy between 0.96 ± 0.04 and 0.99 ± 0.02. The time of disturbance was taken from
Schneibel et al. (2017) where time series segmentation allowed the derivation of the year of
disturbance with an accuracy of 72% (± 1 year of tolerance). The cultivation mask allowed us to
analyze forest disturbance before the actual slash-and-burn which is a likely scenario and has not yet
been assessed (Schneibel et al., 2017).
We compare our results to results from the analysis of MODIS phenology and burned area products
(ignition points). A description about the derivation of the MODIS phenology product can be found in
Frantz et al. (2016c). Ignition points were derived from the MODIS burned area product using the fire
spread segmentation algorithm described in Frantz et al. (2016b).

Methods
We used a time series of the Disturbance Index to derive linear trends and time series parameters
like error, trend significance or variability measures. We (1) use the full time series of 25 years to
analyze these patterns regarding the presumably stable forest and (2) the pre-slash and burn part of
the time series to derive information about degradation processes that took place before agricultural
usage. The workflow is shown in Figure 2 and the single sections are described in the following text.

Figure 2: Flowchart of applied methodology from input data over processing and classification to
the final set of classes.
We found that mean annual rainfall (African Rainfall Climatology 2” (ARC2), (Novella and Thiaw,
2013)) is correlated with tasseled cap wetness (r = 0.67) and to a certain extent also to tasseled cap
greenness (r = 0.46). As forest degradation is a subtle process, we selected an index that reduces
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external influences – like spatial and inter-annual rainfall variability – by rescaling the index via image
statistics. The Disturbance Index (DI) is a linear transformation of the Tasseled Cap indices (Kauth and
Thomas, 1976) and assumes that disturbances will result in higher brightness, and lower greenness
and wetness values (Healey et al., 2005) (Eq. 1).
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By rescaling the values with mean and standard deviation of a reference population, the DI measures
the difference of a certain pixel to the mean state of the forest area (Eq. 2)
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Greenness and Wetness of the reference forest population. It is assumed that the Miombo forest
covered by the presumably stable forest mask is largely intact, and thus was used to obtain μ and σ.
The DI was computed for the complete forest, including the areas that were cultivated sometime
during this period.
This results in negative DI values for overperforming pixels and positive DI values for
underperforming pixels. Degradation processes would thus be expressed in an increase of DI values,
while areas of regenerating biomass show a decrease in DI values.
Linear regressions were computed for each pixel’s DI time series and the intercept, significance of
trend, mean absolute error and maximum residuum were obtained. They are expressed in DI values,
i.e. in standard deviations. While areas without cultivation were assessed for the whole observation
period, trends in areas that were used for cultivation purposes were only assessed until one year
before the onset of cultivation. The parameters are connected to processes like previous usage or
disturbance (intercept), strong, regular or absent disturbances (mean absolute error and maximum
residuum) and the general development of an area (significance and sign of trend).
By using these thresholds we described the dominant processes within the study area (Table 1).
Dense, stable forests for example would show an insignificant trend, with low intercept (high
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performance of DI), low mean absolute error and no extreme residuum. We derive two stable forest
classes, with and without regular disturbances. The same applies for the less dense stable woodland
classes. Degradation is separated into steady degradation (low maximum residuum) and degradation
with selective use (high maximum residuum). For regenerating areas, all pixels with a significant
negative trend were grouped into one class.
Table 1: Exemplary description of how different processes are expressed by the Disturbance Index
time series.
Class
Stable, dense

Parameters
-

forest/woodland

Example

No significant
trend

-

Low Intercept

-

Low MAE

-

Low maximum
residuum

Steady forest

-

degradation

Significant
positive trend

-

Low intercept

-

Low MAE

-

Low maximum
residuum

Steady forest

-

degradation with
selective use

Significant
positive trend

-

Low intercept

-

Low MAE

-

High maximum
residuum

For stable areas, we also identified those pixels without significant trend but where selective use is
prevalent, which is either expressed in high MAE or high maximum residuum values. Additionally
those areas with a significantly negative trend were grouped into one “regeneration” class. We
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differentiated between dense forests and less dense woodlands by their intercept. Originally
underperforming pixels were considered being woodland while overperforming pixels were labeled
as forests.

Results & Discussion
Almost 74% of the Miombo forests did not show any significant trend and were thus considered as
stable. The remainder of the forest either had significant positive trends (13.3%) thus being regarded
as degrading or negative trends (12.8%) which suggests accumulating biomass. We considered
regenerating areas as currently undisturbed and since we had no information on previous use, we
only included those areas in a more detailed analysis that showed no significant or a significant
positive trend.
Figure 3 shows spatial patterns of stable forest and of degradation areas. Along settlements and
roads, there is a clear pattern of degrading forest with selective use (pink areas). This pattern follows
the spatial arrangement of cultivation areas. These areas thus describe pixels that were converted for
cultivation during the observation period and might indicate previous selective use before the actual
slash-and-burn. In the southern part, woodlands are more open than in the north-eastern part of the
study area, which is expressed in more abundant woodland areas in the southern part. The
deforestation frontier moves from north-west to east and is roughly located around Chitembo. To
the east, more dense and undisturbed forest is retained. Large areas do not show a significant trend
but disturbances are prevalent. However, these areas are already highly fragmented by areas of
regular disturbances or even degradation. Of most interest are those degrading areas that occur
within closed forests without any spatial proximity to infrastructure or settlements. Since cultivation
areas are usually established along streets or in close distance to already existing fields, these areas
are less likely disturbed for cultivation purposes. We assume that these areas have been either very
early fields (before the observation period) or were selectively used and are thus more susceptible
for recurring fires.
We evaluated degradation areas against a temporal trend derived from the MODIS phenology
parameters. Among these, the latent integral describes the standing biomass that is not affected by
seasonality, and thus optimal to derive long-term forest degradation. For those areas that we
assessed as degrading, the MODIS time series was in good agreement (85%). Mismatches might
occur due to differences in spatial resolution (30 m Landsat vs. 250 m MODIS), the length of time
series (1989 – 2013 for Landsat vs. 2000 – 2012 for MODIS) and different measures (Tasseled Capbased DI vs. latent integral of EVI), but the general pattern is confirmed.
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Figure 3: Classification result of the linear regression analysis. The classes have been grouped to
stable areas, degradation areas as well as regeneration areas. Furthermore, the municipality
centers and the main roads are shown for orientation reasons. Background image is a true color
image of Landsat long term average reflectance.
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To assess the difference between previous degradation of areas where fields are established during
the observation time and other forest areas, we assessed the overall change in the DI magnitude.
Although the DI cannot be quantitatively connected to true biomass values, qualitative comparisons
between the classes are nonetheless possible. For this purpose, we separated the degrading forest
into areas that were converted for agricultural use and into those where no conversion took place
during observation time. We consequently assessed the magnitude of change for the time from 1989
– 2013 (non-cultivated forest) and for a dynamic time range from 1989 until one year before a field
was established (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Magnitude of DI change for forest areas (left) from 1989 - 2013. The DI change for
agricultural areas (right) has been estimated for the time from 1989 until one year before the
disturbance, i.e. the time where forest was still prevalent.
Although disturbances in stable forests are present to a large extent, their severity is smaller than
disturbances that took place in those forests that are cut and burnt for a later creation of fields. The
difference in magnitude is highly significant supported by the boxplots (Figure 4). This also supports
the hypothesis that forests are generally heavily used before they are converted to field areas.
Furthermore, although the disturbances in stable forests are characterized by a significant trend,
their magnitude is lower, which might indicate that use of stable forests is less severe – if a future
conversion is not planned. This might also support the hypothesis that many forest areas are affected
by fires but that these mainly affect the understory.
A once disturbed forest is more susceptible to recurring fires (Matricardi et al., 2010). To evaluate
the impact of fires, we used fire ignition points derived from the MODIS burned area product.
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Ignition points that were not in close distance to forest areas (> 90 m), and that occurred in
floodplains were removed for visibility reasons (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Comparison of forest degradation areas (1989 – 2013) with fire ignition points derived
from MODIS burned area product (2000 - 2012)
Although the observation time differs between the MODIS product (2000 – 2012) and the Landsat
time series (1989 – 2013), two aspects become evident: (I) fires are highly prevalent in the study area
also within the forests. Although fires are generally not stand replacing, they can consume large parts
of the understory and make forests more susceptible for recurring fire events (Matricardi et al.,
2010). (II) The spatial patterns of forest degradation are related to ignition points. Around 15% of the
ignition points occur in close distance to degrading areas. Regarding that these degraded areas only
account for roughly 5 % of the study area, a relationship is likely but cannot be quantitatively stated
due to the different observation times. In both subsets shown in Figure 5 the distribution of ignition
points concentrates on those areas that were labelled as degradation. In those cases where no
ignition points are in close distance to degradation pixels, the fire might have taken place before the
MODIS observation time or degradation is caused by another reason.
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In a last step, we compare our results to a well-established Landsat-based forest loss product. For
this purpose, we use the global product of forest cover loss provided by Hansen et al. (2013). The
map provides areas of forest loss for 2000 – 2012 (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Comparison of forest dynamics derived from this analysis, including conversion,
degradation and stable areas (left) to the forest cover loss map provided by Hansen et al. 2013
(right). The subset is located at the city of Menongue.
This comparison points out that mapping only conversion is insufficient to holistically describe forest
cover dynamics in tropical dry study areas as large areas of degrading forest are not captured. Thus,
only reporting complete forest losses substantially underestimates the true carbon losses as areas
affected by forest degradation are not less than those used for land conversion. This has immediate
implications for national to global budgeting programs like REDD+, and thus one cannot
overemphasize the inclusion of forest degradation processes in the assessment of forest dynamics
for tropical dry forests. In this regard, the next step would be to link remote sensing based forest
dynamics assessments with biomass measurements, either through extensive ground-based forest
inventory or by using other remote sensing sources like data from the upcoming Earth Explorer
Biomass Satellite.
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Conclusion
Aim of this study was to spatially and temporally identify historical degradation processes for a study
area in south central Angola. To a large extent, the degradation of these dry tropical forests
contributes to the loss of natural resources and have a high impact on the functioning of ecosystems
(Burkhard et al., 2012; Lambin et al., 2003). We thus provided insight into degradation processes on
an appropriate spatio-temporal scale that is needed to assess structural forest properties (Chambers
et al., 2007). We found that the forests are to a large extent undisturbed, mainly due to difficult
accessibility and resettlement actions by the government. Nevertheless, large areas of Miombo
forests are also exposed to degradation processes to various reasons. The results of degradation
extent and severity can contribute to understanding status and dynamics of forest loss, especially in
the context of the REDD+ incentive.
We found that a main driver of forest degradation in remote areas seems to be recurring fires. Fires
in the study area are usually man made. But so far, fires have been considered to mainly affect
floodplains for hunting and visibility reasons (Stellmes et al., 2013). Fires in the Miombo forests have
been expected to be only used for slash-and-burn conversion. Although this hypothesis might still
hold true for the study area, there is evidence that once disturbed areas are prone to subsequent
fires although they are hardly stand replacing. Since biomass in these forests is known to recover
slowly (Schneibel et al., 2016), recurring fires might have a strong and long lasting effect on Miombo
forest stands.
Another process that has also been observed in other studies is that degradation is especially severe
in forest areas during the years before the conversion to a field. This strong disturbance is thus
connected to the drivers of cultivation patterns and in close distance to infrastructure and
settlements. This effect has also been observed by Cabral et al. (2011) who studied deforestation
patterns in central Angola by using a multi-temporal supervised classification. They found that people
rather extract wood from already degraded forests than from intact Miombos, where time and effort
for wood extraction would be disproportionately higher. This deforestation practice can also be
confirmed for our study area. Additionally, we identify areas that are currently affected by selective
use and show degradation dynamics and thus have a high chance of being converted for agriculture,
especially if they are in close distance to existing fields.
Given the vast areas of degrading tropical dry forests, isolated detection of forest conversion falls
short of meeting budgeting requirements of all carbon stored in forest stands. Regarding the success
of detecting forest loss with high certainty after decades of dedicated research, we conclude that
future remote sensing efforts need to focus on our ability to monitor subtle modification processes
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with similar certainty. This study is a first step to accomplish this bold undertaking in an area
characterized by data scarcity and political unrest. In this regard, it will be key to more closely
integrate data from different sensor types (like optical, SAR, and LiDAR data), as well as to invest in
the development of regular forest inventories that are currently hardly available for many countries
covered by tropical dry forests.
Future projections of the development of the study area and especially its forest dynamics are vague.
Although foreign investments are expected to rise (Gasparri et al., 2015), their extent cannot yet be
assessed and poor, corruptive governance as well as the insufficient power of public forestry
agencies will continue to pose challenges to sustainable forest management (Kissinger et al., 2012).
Further remote sensing studies can thus support the retrieval of the most basic information on land
use change to support retrospective analysis as well as future scenarios. Overcoming these
challenges cannot only contribute to the REDD+ program but to a sustainable management of natural
resources in the study area in general.
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The aim of this thesis was to assess drivers that lead to current land change dynamics in a yet poorly
studied research area of south central Angola. In a greater context, this should contribute to processunderstanding in a complex social-ecological dry tropical forest system, an important contribution due
to these systems being globally threatened. These drivers were evaluated to determine their impact,
expressed in spatially and temporally variable land cover changes. The focus was on the two spheres
of crop production and tree biomass, since both spheres are currently of critical importance for the
local population and contribute significantly to human wellbeing. A further cross-border setting was
also analyzed to compare drivers and land conversion processes, and additionally evaluate the effect
of different socio-economic frameworks through comparison.
1.1 Objective 1: Drivers and impacts
While all studies that are presented in the framework of this thesis considered the underlying drivers
and factors of LUCC, study 1 (Chapter II), study 2 (Chapter III) as well as study 3 (Chapter IV) focused in
more detail on these processes. In all cases, multitemporal Landsat data was combined with socioeconomic and biophysical field data as well as literature values to spatially define areas of change.
While studies 1 and 2 concentrated on the analysis of these drivers and how they spatially and
temporally determine land cover change, the results from study 3 also enabled a trade-off analysis
between timber and crop production.
LUCC dynamics in southern Africa can be attributed to numerous drivers (see chapter 1.2). However,
rural Angola presents a unique combination of drivers due to the most recent political history, current
governance regimes, and large population movements. While economic factors like commercialization
can usually be considered to be the main underlying driving factor of deforestation (Geist and Lambin,
2002), these forces are not yet dominant in rural Angola. Rather, we found within the first two studies
that deforestation and agricultural expansion is strongly connected to population movements and the
urgent need for basic supply. This, in turn, is due to a high dependency on the international food
market and the insufficient governmental food imports. The underlying drivers defined by Geist and
Lambin (2002), i.e. agricultural expansion, wood extraction, and infrastructural development can be
confirmed for the study area in rural Angola. Land clearing for cultivation areas, wood extraction for
domestic use or charcoal and honey production, and the clear connection to the availability and quality
of infrastructure were found to be the dominant processes that drive land cover change.
Two main outcomes about spatial drivers of deforestation could be stated by study 1, which was based
on a bi-temporal approach and focused on a spatial subset while covering all necessary details to define
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spatial interdependencies. An often stated factor that drives deforestation and cultivating activities in
tropical regions is the abundance and quality of infrastructure (Laurance et al., 2009; Morton et al.,
2006; Myers, 1993). Indeed this is also valid for the presented thesis. The reasons are twofold: (I) the
already known improvement of connection to markets and cities enables trade and the provision of
agricultural supply, (II) the unique historic setting of the civil war that was fought between the guerrilla
UNITA and the village based MPLA forced the MPLA to resettle people close to streets to avoid a
resumption of guerrilla party activities. The second outcome that has also been confirmed by Cabral
et al. (2011) is that already degraded forest areas that are usually in close distance to existing fields,
settlements, and infrastructure are highly prone to be turned to agricultural areas.
Study 3 enabled the spatially very accurate delineation of agricultural expansion. This is possible
because of the clear reflective signal change from Miombo forest to a cultivation area. However, the
study also revealed the limits of optical satellite data analysis in the study area. While data availability
is restricted to the dry season (April-September) due to extensive cloud cover and before the onset of
the highly abundant fires (June-September) (Stellmes et al., 2013), basically all cultivation processes
that would enable a differentiation between crop types take place in the early and late wet season
(Domptail et al., 2013). Notwithstanding these difficulties, the main cycle of deforestation, field
establishment and fallow regeneration could be quantified. This is a crucial step to support sustainable
management, since no spatial or statistical data basis yet exists about location, extent and dynamics
of cultivation in this remote area. Furthermore, a trade-off analysis could be provided for timber and
food production. While many authors ask for guidelines and standard practices when spatially mapping
ecosystem services (e.g. Ayanu et al., 2012; Crossman et al., 2013; De Groot et al., 2010), the results
from this study can provide one step into non-monetary, yet quantitative trade-off assessment by
capturing the dimensions of LUCC dynamics.
1.2 Objective 2: Modifications and Conversions
According to the defined drivers, study 4 (Chapter V) and study 5 (Chapter VI) focused on the two
spheres, forest and agriculture, in more detail. Both studies made use of the Landsat archive by
analyzing annual time series, although via different adapted methods. For both studies, Landsat
TM/ETM+ and most recently Landsat OLI could be used to identify LUCC dynamics. While study 3 made
use of a well-established and strong segmentation approach (Kennedy et al., 2010) for the derivation
of cultivation patterns, study 4 used an adapted temporally dynamic linear regression approach to
identify subtle changes in forest cover.
The results from study 4 in comparison to study 3 suggest that the annual Landsat time series is
necessary to fully understand temporal land change processes that are connected to historic events,
like the dynamics of the civil war and the population movements associated with it. The detailed
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description of the cultivation cycle that has yet been missing for the study area and that could be based
on the spatially highly accurate results from study 2, was found to be changing due to high population
pressure, the subsequent rising demand in food supply and the possibility of commodification due to
improved infrastructural connections.
Baumann et al. (2015) found that socioeconomic shocks that arise from armed conflicts mainly affect
agricultural changes but they also state that other studies found logging and deforestation to be mainly
affected. Our results show that in the rural study area of south central Angola, both dynamics are
closely linked to the socioeconomic changes, not only the shock of the armed conflicts but also to the
connected settlement and resettlement dynamics.
Study 5 assessed modification processes within the Miombo forests. Annual Landsat time series and
an appropriate index (disturbance index), considered to be unaffected by external influences, was
applied. One of the main results of this study is that large areas of the Miombo in the study area
underwent significant degradation processes. This has not yet been covered by other studies that
concentrate mainly on conversion processes (Hansen et al., 2013). These subtle but sustainable
changes are primarily caused by fires that are usually used as a management tool within the floodplains
and for stand replacing slash-and-burn clearing. We found that despite the assumption that Miombos
in our study area remain mainly undisturbed by fires apart from active conversion processes, they are
gradually degraded by recurring fire events in large areas.
Integrating both studies shows that land pressure in the study area is not only high but also constantly
increasing and beside major conversions often manifests in subtle processes. While the government
tries to meet the rising food demand by importing essential products and invests in large scale
agricultural products, the population still mainly relies on natural resources and on subsistence
farming. The commodification of Miombo forest resources in close distance to roads and villages,
especially charcoal, that gains increasing importance in the study area, has also been confirmed by
other authors (Cabral et al., 2011; Strömquist and Backéus, 2009). The reduction of deforestation for
agriculture as well as forest degradation requires the improvement of agricultural practices and
increasing crop productivity on cleared land (Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011). However, Foley et al.
(2011) point out that solutions in agricultural production deficits can only be overcome by high
economic and governmental efforts. In the best case this has to be accomplished while considering
sustainability requirements.
1.3 Objective 3: Generalization
The analysis of spatial drivers in a cross border zone in study 2 substantially supports the understanding
of land change processes in rural Angola. The effects of the conflict time in Angola could clearly be
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shown since urbanization processes and conversion from natural to arable land are visible earlier and
more dominantly in the Namibian part of the study area. This can mainly be attributed to a longer
period of political stability in Namibia that started after the liberation fights in 1990 (Diescho, 1994).
Although the Kavango region is still considered to be one of the poorest in Namibia, an increasing
process of consumerism can be observed that is connected with aspirations for modern goods and
additional comfort (Pröpper, 2013). This is also connected to urbanization processes, and an associate
abandonment of arable land could be proven. The study also concentrated on the perception of the
local population regarding governmental support and basic supply. It was shown that the local
population is indeed highly aware of modern techniques that might improve their cultivation system
but their access is hampered. However, the underlying drivers, like infrastructure, access to markets
or population growth could be defined to determine LUCC. Furthermore, large areas are converted to
agriculture and degradation of natural ecosystems is largely observable especially in Angola.
Regarding the methodology, study 4 also provides important information about the general
transferability of the applied approach. It could be shown that the analysis of cultivation patterns with
Landsat time series segmentation is on one hand easily transferable to other regions, but requires a
certain minimum of expert knowledge. With the use of adaptations like a priori knowledge (e.g.
cultivation time or external factors like fires), this method can deliver important basic information on
the cultivation cycle or on regeneration dynamics.

2 Conclusions and outlook
The freely available Landsat sensor with its long term legacy proved its great potential to analyze LUCC
processes since the early 1980s. Despite the scan line correction failure of the ETM+ sensor carried by
Landsat 7, the applied per pixel approaches showed the strength of annual time series analysis. With
the start of the Landsat 8 OLI mission in 2013, the long term observation, with the valuable data archive
for environmental research, continues. Yet, due to cloud cover and fires, the studies were restricted
to a temporal window of a few months to guarantee a phenologically stable annual time series. This
restriction could be overcome by current fusion methods, usually MODIS with Landsat that allow for
integrating both advantages, i.e. increasing the temporal resolution by maintaining the high spatial
resolution (Gao et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2012). This approach has successfully been tested also for
disturbance processes, however, the detection of modification processes still needs improvement and
mismatches in spatial alignment might reduce accuracy for smaller objects (Frantz et al., 2016). In
2015, the first of the two Sentinel-2 satellites was launched by the European Space Agency, followed
by its counterpart in March 2017. Their spectral similarity to the Landsat 8 OLI sensor, the revisit time
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of 10 days and the high spatial resolution of 10-20 m in the Landsat comparable bands, complement
and enhance the missions from Landsat and SPOT (Système Probatoire d’Observation de la Terre)
(Wang et al., 2017). In combination with Landsat, the high temporal capability of the Sentinel-2 sensor
can improve the observation coverage up to few days for global land area at a high spatial resolution,
thus providing an ideal database for those research questions that rely on regular, yet high resolution
acquisition data.
Another current trend in remote sensing studies is to apply large area mapping, which provides a good
overview of global processes and interrelations. However, to be able to conceptually connect these
results with drivers, impacts, and the historical context, regional analyses are required. This thesis was
able to show how historic events and current governmental decisions determine land cover
conversions and modifications. These processes might have been overlooked with large scale
assessments but can contribute to a general understanding of LUCC processes and more specifically in
Angolan Miombo forests. However, a promising combination of both scales could be a hierarchical,
nested approach. Within these approaches, large scale assessments with medium and coarse
resolution data lead to the identification of locations where high resolution data is needed for further
analysis (DeFries et al., 2007; Morton et al., 2005).
Although underlying drivers and impacts could successfully be identified and mapped with this regional
approach, teleconnection effects are still not fully explained and remain a challenging task (Müller et
al., 2014; Seto et al., 2012). This requires more information on far scale and lagged effects (Baumann
et al., 2015). With further field work and research complementing the still sparse ground information
(i.e. population statistics or trade information) in the study site, these effects might be covered. Further
data is also required to enable the monetary quantification of ecosystem services. The valuation of
ecosystem services (PES) in Africa is often not possible because of the complex and small scale trading
system and goods are often not sold at the market (Egoh et al., 2012b). Although the REDD+ initiative
might support the PES scheme for carbon storage, even this relies on consistent field data. We thus
opted to defer the monetary valuation of timber and food provision, rather providing the total amount
of harvest and forest cover loss instead. While this is not transferable to market values, it nevertheless
gives an impression on the dimension of the trade-off, and later valuation can be based on the land
cover change and indicator value results.
While the calculation of harvest was based on local household surveys and can be considered to be
representative for the study area, the estimation of available timber was based on literature values.
Next to possible botanical field sampling approaches, there are also remote sensing solutions that
might provide more accurate results that can also account for different forest densities. Active
methods like RADAR or LIDAR have already been applied for tropical forest structure mapping (e.g.
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Clark et al. (2004); Drake et al. (2002); Salas et al. (2002)). This combination has provided reliable
results for biomass estimations in the past (Saatchi et al., 2007). Regarding mapping cultivation
properties, most information about structure and crop type is available during the wet season. While
optical data cannot yet be reliably retrieved on a regular basis for the wet season, studies that
combined them with RADAR systems, like ENVISAT ASAR or TerraSAR-X, provided reliable results
(Forkuor et al., 2014; McNairn et al., 2009). This combination could complement the results from the
thesis about current and retrospective spatial crop dynamics.
Further to retrospective analyses that are necessary for process-understanding, many urgent
questions require accurate spatial representation of future scenarios. With the predicted changes, like
population growth, foreign investments in large scale agriculture, or changing cultivation systems to
semi-permanent or permanent agriculture, further fields of research emerge. Furthermore, African
forests are clearly sensitive to climatic changes, and even past events may have left their signature on
present day forests (Lewis et al. 2009). Existing models or those currently under development that
focus on the impact of LUCC on ecosystem services (e.g. INVEST (Sharp et al., 2014), MIMES (Boumans
et al., 2015), or ARIES (Villa et al., 2009)) rely on additional input data that is not yet reliably available
within the study area, such as carbon density in soil and biomass, yield per crop type, or fertilizer use.
However, with more research and the appropriate input data, these models might be coupled to agentbased scenario models and thus lead to future predictions of ecosystem service provisions and also to
a subsequent economic evaluation (Chen et al., 2012; Sun and Müller, 2013). The results from this
thesis would provide the essential spatial information on LUCC, spatial drivers, and forest dynamics
that are necessary to model forest and crop related ecosystem services.
The results suggest that the current land use change dynamics in the study area lead to unsustainable
and non-convertible land cover changes. Although international initiatives try to understand and
compensate for these processes (e.g. REDD+, PES, UN sustainable development goals), profound
understanding of ecosystem functioning and the underlying dynamics is indispensable. This thesis can
significantly contribute to these programs, thus supporting sustainable development of this still not
well understood area. In a greater context, for instance, the results can significantly contribute to the
assessment of three of the UN sustainable development goals, namely goal 2 (end hunger, achieve
food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture), goal 12 (ensure sustainable
consumption and production patterns) and goal 15 (sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification, halt and reverse land degradation, halt biodiversity loss).
Further research should thus provide fundamental knowledge on ecosystem dynamics and the
corresponding social-ecological systems for the study area to contribute to modern management
practices, like the modern concept of ecosystem stewardship in a greater context (Chapin III et al.,
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2009). This concept aims at the balance between resource management and human well-being by
integrating the concept of ecosystem services. The methods and approaches presented in this thesis
could thus form a basis for a Miombo-wide analysis of forest cover changes. Since Miombo forests
represent highly valuable resources in many respects, e.g. biodiversity conservation, climate
regulation, but also as a resource to sustain human livelihoods, this value obviously stands at risk given
the detected rates of conversions and modifications. Considering the specific variety of regional
aspects, like local forest use, ownership settings or governmental incentives, this knowledge could
contribute to practical information for resource management. Maintaining the important socialecological system of dry tropical forests is challenging regarding future changes. However, it is these
future changes that amplify the need for managing frameworks to sustain the livelihood of local
population, which is highly dependent on natural resources.
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